Saturn has unleashed you from its reigns (rings) regarding your personal retribution, to go through the cycle again (re-tribute). That is why the energy of Saturn is referred to as Father Time, as these cycles of your lessons are in your time. Saturn's energy is also referred to as Chronos, who ate his children and spit them out, and that is what is happening to us all right now, being brought back to re-con-tribute for our own retribution justice.

Saturn's energy, which rules Capricorn and co-rules Aquarius, rules over Disciplines, Law, Order and the Governing principles. Those governing principles start with you. Length, Angle and Width is in regards to the dimensions of the angles of light surrounding you. Saturn has been referred to as Satan, which is referred to as the Devil, and we all know the only Devil is one's lower self activity, which I-v-e-d in you. If the devil is a liar, man is a liar, as the devil is a shadow (dark) reflection of one's lower self. (For further reference on Higher / Lower Self, Read Chapter 3 of Circle 7 Holy Koran, divinely prepared by Prophet Noble Drew Ali). No matter how you reference it, it's all about you. If you find yourself saying I can't help it, the Devil made me do it, then you are saying, I do not know myself, therefore I do not recognize my own areas of darkness, nor can I therefore ever attend to them, or bend those inclinations to better.

Thus giving relevance to the age-old directive of "Man Know Thyself".

"Study, Study, Study, and when you have studied well and would ask me what to study next, I would reply, -- Study yourself "

-- Noble Drew Ali

As you feel these buddings of manifestation, you may begin to overstand why you have been warned to be careful of what you think, of what you say, and of what you ask for - as you will receive it, and it shall be done. Now, at this time of the new year, springing forth are the seeds that have been germinating in the hidden waters of Pi-
sces throughout the winter, which include your seeds of thought, which are being rammed to earth as physical manifestation (Aries - the Ram). Your seeds of thought will begin to bear its fruit. That's right, what you think, what you do, is coming to manifestation. Even unto those who are unconscious of this reality. Don't think it's from somewhere else, for someone else, or from someone else. It is your thoughts that create your reality. What has been seemingly dormant under the Piscean waters are springing forth for the New Year -- Spring. This is also the symbolism or pattern of the Astrology wheel in regards to Pisces, the ending and the beginning, the waters of the womb. In the Gnostic teachings they refer to Pisces as Sophia, the Mother, wherein the waters of the womb swell, the new birth (child) comes forth. Saturn has unleashed you for another cycle of retribution, the re-con-tributions that you make to self and society, are inclusive of the beings you bring forth from the womb, the womb of the mind, creates all physical manifestations.

Weekly Classes are given by those who Divinely Honor Noble Drew Ali’s Life Works as sufficient onto solving the problems, social, political, economic, divine and inherent, of the Aboriginal and Indigenous Peoples of the World, with particular emphasis on those in North America (Northwest Amexem, Northwest Africa) - The Heart of Civilization on this planet earth (Terra).

"I am a Universal Prophet. I came to You Moors because you need me the most."

--Prophet Noble Drew Ali

The Hedges and the Highways - Come ALL!!!
Take Your Place Amongst the Affairs of Man

We Thank You in Advance for your Support and Assistance in Helping to "Uplift Fallen Humanity".
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